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This review is for Manuscript No.: hess-2021-13, entitled “The benefits of pre- and
postprocessing streamflow forecasts for an operational flood-forecasting system of 119
Norwegian catchments”, authored by Trine J. Hegdah, Kolbjørn Engeland, Ingelin
Steinsland, and Andrew Singleton. With this manuscript, the authors examine the benefits
of preprocessing metrological forcing and/or postprocessing streamflow forecast in
improving the quality of ensemble streamflow forecasts. I believe the topic is of interest to
the hydrometeorological community. However, I have major comments that needs to be
addressed before this manuscript is ready for publication.

Abstract is quite long. For one, third statement (First Paragraph) convey the same
message as the First and Second statements. Results in the Abstract Section need to
be well summarized (focus on important findings, rather than mentioning all of your
results).
The authors are using different training period (2014, 2006-2011, 45 previous days) for
different preprocessing schemes. To ensure a fair comparison of methods, they need to
each be assessed using an equivalent systematic method to determine the optimal
training set for each method.
The authors are preprocessing and/or postprocessing the flood events. How realistic is
it to preprocess (postprocess) large and rare precipitation events (flood events) by
using just 45 previous days of training period? For flood events, it seems like the longer
training period (multiple years, if available) is generally advantageous.
The authors use cubed root transformation in their BMA model for precipitation. How
were this transformation chosen? Did the authors choose cubed root without testing
alternative transformations?
Most of the Figures (Figure 5 - Figure 14; and Appendix-Figures) are difficult to follow.
This really creates difficulty in reading the Result Section. Please make all the Figures
simple and easy to follow.
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